
Local Designer Jennifer Glickman Hits
HGTV
The Boston-based designer brings her interior savvy to a new HGTV show.
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Local interior design maven Jennifer Glickman scored a guest spot in HGTV’s new
White Room Challenge series, and the episode airs tonight. The challenge? Glickman
and her fellow contestants must transform stark white rooms using collectables and
other décor, while incorporating unorthodox items like dog food. The owner of
Glickman Designs, Glickman is known for her keen eye and design portfolio, which
includes revamps of restaurants and venues such as Chez Henri, Alden Castle, and
the State Room, as well elegant residential spaces. We caught up with the designer
to talk about the challenge and her best summer décor tips.  

What did you take away from the show experience? 
JENNIFER GLICKMAN: I have such a respect for the work involved in creating
these shows. The networks make design more accessible and interesting to everyone.

In the last few years there has been an emerging eco-friendly trend in
popular culture. How can people recycle or refurbish their furniture to
add a trendy vibe to their home? 

JG: There are so many ways to reinvent your space with what you have. You can mix up your furniture plan and
create a new layout with your existing furniture, or repurpose your pieces by applying new finishes to them. New
finishes such as paint or fabric give tired pieces a whole new life. To keep it trendy, add patterns, colors, and textures
that are new and current.

What are your tips for organizing random objects without making a space look cluttered or
outdated? 
JG: I cannot stand random dust-collecting tchotchkes scattered around a room without a purpose. Grouping related
items together will make your space seem less random and more intentionally designed. Repetition always makes a
big impact in a space!

How can homeowners easily change-up their décor for summer?
JG: One of my new favorite trends is temporary wallpaper. You peel and stick. I mean, how much easier can that
get? If you don't want to completely renovate your space, go for accessories. If you really want to make an impact,
though, try to carry it across your entire space, not just one corner of a room.

Are you currently working on any local projects?
JG: Yes, I'm in the beginning stages of a great modern loft in the South End, just started a loft on Congress St,
wrapped up Alden Castle, ongoing with a few houses in Nantucket, and Restaurant Dante’s outdoor bar.

—ALEX SOLOMON
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